**Project**

**Overview**

Our group assisted Dean Marvin Galloway in a project called Fish, Form and Function. The project was a hands-on learning experience in which Dean Galloway referenced different style automobiles to describe the body shape and function of various fish.

As a group, we were able to show the learners live fish and help them classify each type of fish with its similar automobile style. We also created an activity book for the learners to take home and remember what they learned while enjoying fun activities.

1. Specialist for Accelerating

2. Specialist for Cruising

3. Specialist for Maneuvering

4. General Purpose

**Students learned:**

- How to recognize fish types based on their basic form
- What special function each type of fish was best at

**Our group learned:**

- That relating subject content to students interest greatly improves learning ability
- That the use of a visual aid is an effective attention grabber
**Fishy Facts**

A big largemouth bass probably is an old-timer.

Arkansas has about 215 kinds of fish.

Catfish use taste and smell more than their sight to find food.

Trout don’t naturally live in Arkansas. They were brought here and put in lakes and rivers.

The Ozark cavefish doesn’t have eyes.
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**Resources**

www.centralarkansasnaturecenter.com
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**NWACC**
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**Thank You**

Dean Marvin Galloway
Hobbs State Park
Diane Philips
Dr. Thomason